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We call a degree sequence graphic (respectively, k-factorable, connected 
k-factorable) if there exists a graph (respectively, a graph with a k-factor, a 
graph with a connected k-factor) with the given degree sequence. In this paper 
we give a necessary and suEcient condition for a k-factorable sequence to be 
connected k-factorable when k > 2. We also prove that every k-factorable 
sequence is (k - 2) factorable and Zfactorable, and also l-factorable, when 
the sequence is of even length. Some conjectures are stated and it is also proved 
that, if {di) and {dl - k} are graphic, then {di - r} is graphic for 0 < r < k 
provided rn is even. 
In this paper we consider finite undirected graphs without loops or 
multiple edges. V(G) denotes the vertex set of the graph G. For notation 
and terminology we follow Berge [l]. In addition, we use the following 
definitions: 
A k-factor of a graph G is a partial graph of G in which every vertex 
has degree k. 
The degree sequence of a graph G is the (finite) sequence of degrees of 
the vertices of G. A finite sequence of non-negative integers is said to be 
graphic if it is the degree sequence of some graph. A graphical sequence is 
called k-factorable (connected k-factorable) if there exists a graph with a 
k-factor (connected k-factor) and with the given degree sequence. 
If C is a connected graph, we denote by A@, C) (respectively, B(x, C)) 
the set of all vertices of C at even (respectively, odd) distance in C from X. 
If C, is a connected partial subgraph of G and C, is a partial subgraph 
with V(Cd n V(C& = 0, then we write C, + C, if there exists x E V(C,) 
such that the subgraph of G spanned by A&, C,) is complete, every vertex 
of A(x, C,) is joined in G to all vertices of C, , B(x, Cd is an independent 
set in G, and no vertex of B(x, Cd is joined in G to any vertex of C, . 
LEMMA 1. Let G be a graph with a k-factor F consisting of two com- 
ponents Cl and C, . Let k > 2 and let Cl and C, be bicoherent. If the degree 
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sequence of G is not connected k-factorable then either Cl -+ C, or C, -+ Cl . 
ProoJ: Let G be a graph satisfying the hypothesis of the lemma. If 
(x, u) and (u, U) are edges of C, and C, , respectively, then one of the 
vertices x, y, U, v is joined to the remaining three vertices, for otherwise 
by a simple interchange of edges C, and C, can be combined into a single 
component. So, without loss of generality, let x be adjacent to u and U. 
If now y is joined to u or 0, again C, and C, can be combined, so y is 
joined to neither u nor U. If z is any vertex adjacent to x in C, then z is 
joined to neither u nor Y. Proceeding further, we get that every vertex of 
A@, CJ is joined to U, tr and no vertex of B(x, C,) is joined to u or v. If 
w is any vertex adjacent to u in C, then by the same argument, every vertex 
of A&, C,) is joined to w and no vertex of B(x, C,) is joined to W. 
Proceeding further, we finally get that every vertex of A@, C,) is joined to 
all vertices of C, and no vertex of B(x, C,) is joined to any vertex of C, . 
Also A(x, C,) and B(x, C,) are independent sets in C, . Since C, is regular 
of degree k it also follows that 1 A(x, C,)/ = 1 B(x, C,)j. 
If now two vertices z, and z, of A(x, C,) are not adjacent in G, then let 
z, be a vertex adjacent in C, to z, . Then z3 E B(x, C,). Now choose an 
edge (u, U) of C, , remove the edges (zl, z3) and (z2 , U) from G, and add 
the new edges (zl, zJ and (z3 , u). Then we have a graph with a connected 
k-factor obtained from the original k-factor by deleting the edges (zl , z&, 
(u, v) and adding the edges (zl , v) and (z3 , u). This contradiction shows 
that the subgraph of G spanned by .4(x, C,) is complete. 
If two vertices z, , z, of B(x, C,) are adjacent in G, then let z, be a vertex 
adjacent in C, to z, , let z, , z, be two vertices adjacent in C, to z, , and let 
(u, U) be an edge of C, . Consider the k-factor F’ of G obtained from the 
original k-factor F by deleting the edges (zl , zJ, (zz , z4), (u, U) and adding 
the edges (z3, u), (z4, v), (zl , z2). By hypothesis, I;’ is not connected. 
Hence C,’ = C, + (zl , z,) - (zl , zJ - (z2 , z4) is also not connected and 
since C, is bicoherent, C,’ has exactly two components Al, A2 . Also 
z, , z2 belong to A, (say) and z, , z, belong to A,. Now evidently the 
k-factor F” of G obtained from F by deleting the edges (zl , z3), (z2 , z5), 
(u, 0) and adding the edges (z3 , u), (z5 , v), (zl , z2) is connected, a contra- 
diction which shows that B(x, C,) is an independent set in G. Thus 
C, -j C, and the lemma is proved. 
COROLLARY 1. Let {d,} be a k-factorable, but not connected k-factorable, 
sequence and let G be a graph with-degree sequence {di} such that G has a 
k-factor containing the minimum possible numberp of components, Cl ,..., C,, 
each of which is bicoherent. We have 
(a) for any two components Cd, Cj either Ci -+ Cj or Cj -+ Ci . 
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(b) $Ci -+ Cj and x a vertex of Ci such that A&, CJ is complete in G, 
then 1 A@, C,)l = 1 B(x, C,)l . 
(c) if a vertex x of Ci is adjacent to all vertices of V(c) - V(C,), then 
C, -+ the subgraph of G generated by V(G) - V(C). 
LEMMA 2. Let k b 2, {di} be k-factorable and let p be the minimum 
number of components in a k-factor of a graph with degree sequence {di}. 
Then a graph with degree sequence {di} can be chosen such that it has a 
k-factor with p components each of which is bicoherent. 
Proof Let G be a graph with degree sequence {di} and with a k-factor 
consisting of p components C, ,..., C, . Without loss of generality assume 
that p = 1. We prove the lemma by induction on the number of cut 
edges s of C, . If s = 0, then C, is bicoherent. So assume that s > 0. 
Let D1 , D, be two terminal blocks of C, (a terminal block of C, is a block 
of C, which contains exactly one cut vertex of C,) separated by some cut 
edge of C, , and a 1, a, be the cut vertices of C, belonging to D1, D, , 
respectively. Now let (x, JJ), (u, v) be edges in D, , Dz , respectively, where 
X, y are different from a, and U, v are different from a2 . If one of x, y, U, v 
is not joined in G to the remaining three vertices, a simple interchange of 
edges reduces the number of cut edges of C, and the induction hypothesis 
completes the proof. So, without loss of generality, assume that x is 
adjacent in G to u, v. Then, if the number of cut edges in C, cannot be 
reduced, it can be proved that A(& DJ, B(x, DI) are independent sets in 
D1 . Thus D is bipartite, in D, all vertices except a, have degrees k and the 
degree of a, < k, a contradiction since k 3 2. So the number of cut edges 
in C, can be reduced and the induction hypothesis completes the proof. 
In what follows we assume that 
Ml = (4 , 4 ,..., &I and dI b dz > ..* > d,, . 
THEOREM 3. {di} is connected k-factorable if and only if {dz} is 
k-factorable and the following condition is satisfied whenever s < n/2: 
i di < s(n - s - 1) + y d,,-i . 
i-1 j=O 
Proof. If {di} is graphic, let G be any graph with degree sequence 
{d*}. Let A be a set of s vertices of G with degrees dI ,..,, d, and let B a set 
of s vertices disjoint with A and with degrees d,-,+, ,..., d,, . Now observe 
that the right-hand expression of (1) is 
S-l 
I A I * I V(G) - A - B I + I A I * (I A I - 1) + c d,,+ ; 
3=0 
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hence the left-hand expression of (1) does not exceed the right hand 
expression. If now equality holds for some s < n/2, then every edge with 
one end vertex in B has the other end vertex in A and, since 
I A I = I B I < n/2, it follows that G does not have a connected k-factor. 
This proves the necessity of (1). 
To prove sufficiency, let {dJ be k-factorable and let (1) be satisfied 
whenever s < n/2. Let G be a graph with degree sequence {dJ and with 
a k-factor having the minimum number of components. Let C, ,..., C, be 
the components in this k-factor of G. By Lemma 2 we may and do assume 
that each Ci is bicoherent. We will prove the theorem by showing that 
p > 2 leads to a contradiction. So letp > 2. 
Construct a directed graph D with C, , C, ,..., C, as its vertices, an arc 
going from Ci to Cj if Ci -+ Cj in G. By the definition of p and from the 
Corollary I(a) of Lemma 1 it follows that D is complete. Hence the radius 
of D < 2 (see p. 121 of [l]). Thus either there is a circuit on 3 vertices 
in D or there is a Ci such that Ci -+ Cj whenever j # i. We consider these 
two cases separately: 
Case (i). C, + C, - C, -+ C, . Then edges (u, u), (IV, x), (y, z) can 
be found in C, , C, , C, , respectively, such that (v, IV), (x, y), (z, u) are 
edges in G. Thus the components C, , C, , C, can be combined into a 
single component, a contradiction to the definition of p. 
Case (ii). Cl -+ Ci for i = 2,..., p. First let a vertex x of C, be adjacent 
to all vertices of Ci and to no vertex of Cj for some i and j. NOW either 
Ci + Cj of Cj -+ Ci and we can combine C, , Ci , Cj into a single com- 
ponent as in Case (i). 
Thus there is a vertex x of C, adjacent to all vertices of V(G) - V(C,). 
Then, by Corollary I(c) of Lemma 1, C, + the subgraph of G generated 
by V(G) - V(C,). Now if we write A = A@, C,), B = B(x, C,), 
C = V(G) - V(CJ we have I A 1 = I B I < n/2 by Corollary I(b) of 
Lemma 1; the subgraph of G spanned by A is complete, every vertex of A 
is joined in G to all vertices of C, B is an independent set in G, and no 
vertex of B is joined in G to any vertex of C. But this gives a contradiction 
to condition (1) and the theorem is proved. 
It may be noted that condition (1) above is independent of k and is 
necessary and sufficient for a 2-factorable degree sequence to be realizable 
as the degreee sequence of a Hamiltonian graph. 
THEOREM 4. If {di} is k-factorable with k > 2, then (ds} is (k - 2)- 
factorable and 2-factorable. 
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Proof. If k is even, the result follows from the fact that any regular 
graph of even degree has a 2-factor (see p. 189 of [l]). If k is odd, let p be 
the minimum number of components in a k-factor of a graph with degree 
sequence {di}. By Lemma 2, there exists a graph G with degree sequence 
(dJ and with a k-factor consisting of p components C, ,..., C, , each Ci 
being bicoherent. By a result of Baebler (see p. 189 of [l]), each C, has 
a 2-factor. Hence the k-factor of G has a 2-factor and therefore a (k - 2)- 
factor. This proves the theorem. 
THEOREM 5. If {di} is k-factorable, then {di} is l-factorable provided n 
L even. 
Proof. By Theorem 4 we may take k = 2. Let, then, G be a graph with 
degree sequence (dJ and with a 2-factor having the minimum number of 
components. Let C, ,..., C,, be the cycles in this 2-factor. Now by 
Corollary l(b) of Lemma 1 either Ci --t C, and C, is an even cycle or 
C, + C, and C, is an even cycle for every i and j. Hence all C, except 
possibly one are even, and since n is even each C, is even. Thus the 2-factor 
has a l-factor and the theorem is proved. 
LEMMA 6. Let C, be a connected partial subgraph of G in which two 
vertices have degrees k - 1 and the rest have degrees k and let C, be a 
bicoherent partial subgraph of G which is regular of degree k. Also let V(Cd 
and V(C,) partition the vertices of G. Then, tf the degree sequence (dt) of 
G is k-factorable, there exists a graph H with degree sequence {di} and having 
a connected partial graph in which two vertices have degree k - 1 and the 
rest have degrees k. 
Proof Suppose that H does not exist. If some vertex t of C, is joined 
in G to both vertices of some edge of C, , it can be proved that t is joined 
to all vertices of C, . This is a contradiction since, if u is a vertex with 
degree k - 1 in C, and z is a vertex adjacent to t in C, , then 
C, + C, + (u, t) - (t, z) is connected partial graph of G in which two 
vertices have degrees k - 1 and the rest have degrees k. Thus we may 
assume that some vertex x of C, is adjacent to both vertices of some edge 
of C, . Then we can show that every vertex of A(x, Cd is joined in G to 
all vertices of C, , no vertex of B(x, C,) is joined in G to any vertex of C, , 
A(x, Cd and B(x, C,) are independent sets in C, . Further the two vertices 
of C, with degree k - 1 belong to B(x, C,). Now it is evident that k = 2 
and 1 A(x, C,)l = 1 B(x, C,>l - 1. It can also be proved that C, -+ C, . 
It follows that if G* is any graph with degree sequence {di) then its vertices 
can be partitioned into non-empty sets A, B, C such that 1 A 1 = 1 B I - 1 
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and every edge with one end vertex in B has the other end vertex in A. 
Thus {di> is not 2-factorable, a contradiction which proves the lemma. 
THEOREM 7. If {di} is k-factorable, then there exists a graph H with 
degree sequence (di} having a connected partial graph in which two vertices 
are of degree k - 1 and the rest have degrees k. 
ProoJ: We prove the theorem by induction on the minimum number p 
of components in a k-factor of a graph with degree sequence {dJ which is 
k-factorable. By Lemma 2 we can assume that each component of this 
k-factor is bicoherent. If p = 1, the deletion of any edge from the 
component gives a connected partial graph with the required property. 
So assume that p > 1. Now the degree sequence of the subgraph G, of G 
generated by the vertices of all but one component D, (say) of the k- 
factor is k-factorable and G, has a k-factor having less than p components. 
Hence, by induction hypothesis, there exists a graph with degree sequence 
the same as the degree sequence of G, having a connected partial graph 
Ho in which two vertices are of degree k - 1 and the rest have degrees k. 
Now the theorem follows from Lemma 6 if we take C, = H, and C, = D, . 
Taking k = 2 we see that, if {di} is 2-factorable, then it is traceable, i.e., 
there exists a graph with degree sequence {di} and having a Hamiltonian 
chain. 
The problem of finding necessary and sufficient conditions for a graphic 
degree sequence to be k-factorable seems to be much deeper. In this 
connection we make the following conjectures: 
CONJECTURE 1. A graphic degree sequence (di} is k-factorable if and only 
if{di - k} is graphic. 
CONJECTURE 2. If {di> is k-factorable then {di> is (k - I)-factorable 
provided n is even. 
Dr. J. A. Bondy informed us that Conjecture 1 for k = 2 was also 
mentioned by Professor B. Grtinbaum at the Combinatorics Conference 
held in Calgary in June, 1969. We prove below that the truth of Conjec- 
ture 1 implies the truth of Conjecture 2. 
THEOREM 8. Let {di} and {di - k} be graphic. Then {di - r} is graphic 
provided 0 < r < k and rn is even. 
Proof. If r = k the assertion follows by hypothesis. So assume that 
r<k. Letb,=di-kandci=di-rfori=l ,..,, n.That s=,c,iseven 
is evident. So by a theorem of Erdiis and Gallai [3] (see also Beineke and 
Harary [2]), we have only to show that x:=‘=, cF* 3 z=, ci for s = l,..., n, 
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where c$* is the number of i such that i < j and ci > j - 1 plus the 
number of i such that i > j and c2 > j. For this it is enough to show that 
Construct now the (0, I)-matrix A = ((u,J) of order n where aij = 1 if 
and only if i < j and d* > j - 1 or i > j and di > j. Evidently then df* 
is the 6th column sum of A. Let us now put in the 6th row of A two marks, 
a red mark immediately after the (di - k)-th 1 and a blue mark 
immediately after the (di - r)-th 1 for i = l,..., n. For any s with 
1 < s < ~1, let A, denote the n x s matrix consisting of the first s columns 
of A. 
Case (i). & d,** < ~~=, bF* + ks. Then the number of l’s to the 
right of red marks in A, < ks. Hence the number of l’s to the right of blue 
marks in A, < rs for otherwise a 1 occurs to the right of blue marks in at 
least s + 1 rows of A,, hence the number of l’s between the red and blue 
marks in A, > (k - r) (s + 1) and the number of l’s to the right of red 
marks in A, > rs + 1 + (k - 1) (s + 1) = ks + k - r + 1 > ks, a 
contradiction. This proves (2) in this case. 
Case (ii). xi=, dz* > cb, bf* + ks. Then the number of l’s to the 
right of red marks in A, > ks. Hence the number of l’s between the red 
and blue marks in A, > (k - r) s for otherwise the number of l’s to the 
right of blue marks in A, > rs, hence a 1 occurs to the right of blue marks 
in at least s + 1 rows of A, and the number of l’s between the red and blue 
marks in A, > (k - r) (s + 1) > (k - r) s, a contradiction. This proves 
(2) in this case and the theorem is proved. 
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